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“Planes, Pilots, Psychology and Propaganda: Mythology or Mayday?” 

Shark teeth line the bullet-shaped noses of the giant roaring metallic birds that soar across 

the sky. Fire and smoke billow from their rears-- alive more so than mechanical. They are not 

birds, however-- they are planes, and the pilots that ride them are not gods, but are just as mortal 

and scared as any one of us. To these pilots, the pressures of war are agonizing-- physically, 

emotionally, and psychologically. All of them, vulnerable, face the daily threat of confrontations 

with enemy fighter planes. Radio chatter blasts into their ears, their helmets and visors and 

oxygen masks trapping them in the planes that fly across the cyan abyss that is the sky. Both 

pilot and machine move in synergy as these intrepid pilots willing to sacrifice their lives for their 

country look to the wings and noses of their jets, jets that whir with life as if they have minds of 

their own.  

Outside, the paintings of pin-up women and cartoons-- of patriotic scenes, animals, and 

flags remind the aviators of home, of more peaceful and simpler times, of childhood and 

adolescent love interests, of girlfriends and wives waiting back home alongside family, friends, 

and small towns. All these people are counting on the pilots to protect their country and come 

back to them alive-- but these aviators all know that death may come to them and each day they 

fight might be their last. 

Many of these pilots reminisce as they fly the advertisements and propaganda they saw as 

children and as young teenagers that exclaimed “Join the Air Force today!” on television, 

glorifying war as planes flew amidst the backdrop of a waving American flag. For months, 

announcers said young men “had the duty to fight for their country”, while young boys wearing 



pilot goggles said they wanted to be “just like Daddy-- brave and strong” and did salutes next to 

their curly haired mothers waving their husbands off with handkerchiefs.  

Now, as they were flying towards their possible deaths, the advertisements didn’t seem so 

glorious anymore-- their country didn’t seem worth protecting if it continued to treat them like 

inhumane, expendable machines. They could be easily replaced if they were shot down, and so 

could their enemies-- their fellow men whom they had committed ungodly atrocities against in 

the name of nationalism. Monsters riddled with guilt, trauma, and a psychotic PTSD-like 

madness was what these pilots had become-- despite looking like gods of the sky from the 

outside. They were not chivalric heroes, but feeble humans disillusioned by the media and the 

seemingly real sense of patriotism incited by the leaders of their countries.  

The concept of flight and soaring the skies has fascinated humans since ancient times 

with the lasting impact of mythologies and stories involving larger-than-life gods and mythical 

figures taking to the skies as well as the cosmos. From the Greek myth of Icarus that tells of the 

young man who tried to fly to the sun with waxen wings, to the ancient epics of the Indian 

Mahabharata that chronicle sky battles between the gods in their flying cities, to even the 

doctrines of monotheistic religions like Christianity and Islam that speak of flying angels, the 

very act of flying was seen as something divine that humans could not hope to accomplish until, 

of course, balloons were invented, and later, the first planes thanks to the Wright Brothers. It is 

no surprise, then, that pilots who began using planes as tools of destruction with the emergence 

of several major regional and global wars within the last century, were seen as brave, chivalric, 

heroic, noble, and almost martyr-like, laying down their lives in dangerous and unpredictable 

conditions as saviors and protectors of their homelands and people (in the spirit of modern 

“epics”).  

Like the mythical figures mentioned, pilots within the last century and today could 

reasonably be compared to gods of the sky because of the new technological developments that 



forever revolutionized travel, the nature of war, and the trajectory of human thought and 

progress-- developments that allowed these very pilots to defy gravity and the forces of nature. 

Propaganda that idolized and glorified the spectacle and sensation of flying in a warplane 

throughout the 20th century only exacerbated and enforced the idealized notion of pilots as being 

more than simply human-- as being entities almost alien to us with their goggles and gadgets, 

and, later, their oxygen masks and helmets, and airtight suits that made them look like the future 

astronauts of the Moon and space.  

This very propaganda, unfortunately, never addressed the truth of pilots’ violent, often 

traumatic experiences in the seemingly bottomless abyss of the sky that so differed from the 

secluded, sheltered, and mundane lives of the masses back at home, alienating these fancy fliers 

even more from common society in their daily gambles with Death. The pervasive mythology of 

fighter pilots purported by advertisements and the media alike helped the masses establish 

sensationalized, false, glorified ideas of what it meant to be a pilot in times of war and conflict.  

This same sensationalism obscured the reality of the experiences of pilots in the heat of 

battle that left them feeling guilty, alone, and broken from within as a result of several 

psychological issues. Luke Cashman, in his article “The Knight of the Sky: Myth or Reality” 

identifies these psychological issues in saying that “some fighter pilots... displayed signs of what 

today would be called post-traumatic stress disorder...a condition that had not even been given a 

name” (Cashman 43) and, thus, left untreated. The pilot-gods from before now no longer seem so 

heroic or so immortal and invincible as propaganda has made them out to be-- instead, they are 

human, fallible, prone to emotional and psychological suffering. It is not a coincidence, then, that 

because of the traumas and pressures they face, aviators painted their planes with pin-up women, 

shark teeth, and cartoons to remind them of home, and to breathe life into the planes they fly so 

they don’t feel alone and are motivated to keep fighting, so they can somehow preserve the 



mythology that everyone back home has built up in their heads-- that they’re fine and perfectly 

healthy.  

Roland Barthes, in his essay “The Jet-man”, featured in his most famous book, 

Mythologies, sheds light on the interestingly religious, ritualistic, and mythical aspects of being a 

pilot-- aspects that serve as the prelude to the pernicious apotheosis of the fighter pilot as a deity 

of the skies, as the backbone to much of the mythology that surrounds the figure of the fighter 

pilot. He says that “the situation of the jet-man comprise[s] the sense of a religious call”, that the 

pilot must undergo “initiatory proceedings, meant to test the postulant (passage through the 

altitude chamber and in the centrifugal machine)” and listen to “the Instructor, greying, 

anonymous and inscrutable, who is perfectly suited to the part of the necessary mystagogue” 

(Barthes 72). From a purely mythological or legendary perspective, the journey of the pilot 

towards his eventual heroism and sacrifice (despite his trauma, guilt, and pain), the “initiatory 

proceedings” themselves, sound like trials and tribulations of some sort of chivalric hero 

destined to protect his nation-- the altitude chamber not unlike the harrowing and perilous and 

suffocating experience of being on a mountaintop (in the eyes of an ascetic monk-in-training) or 

in some underground fortress of death with little air to breathe, and the centrifugal experience a 

trial of endurance that is about as exhilarating as dragon or horse-riding (if we were to compare 

pilots to heroes of antiquity).  

The Instructor, an initiator or wise teacher of mystical beliefs, in this sense, is not too far 

from the wise mentor archetype-- a Merlyn who teaches slews of Arthurs, or a shepherd who 

leads his sheep forward under a propaganda-esque military doctrine or code of honor. From this, 

it is clear, at least figuratively, that the persistent mythology of the “jet-man” informs the 

mythology of the pilot. Its religious aspects propagate the false sense of heroism surrounding the 

pilot as a figure who can survive extreme conditions rather than a fallible human being-- a figure 

in reality “nearer to the robot than the hero” (71), nearer to the expendable machine with a 



stone-cold heart sent to kill, or die trying-- nearer, even to an alien aeronaut or near-astronaut 

alienated from human society, “thanks to the myth of the fictitious, celestial race, which is said to 

derive its peculiarities from its ascetic life...a compromise between humans and Martians” (73).  

The mythology of the pilot, the Red Baron-esque ace, that ignores the reality of his 

trauma, his suffering, and his guilt through his “essence…[and] ability to shoot down a large 

number of enemy aircraft” (Cashman 42), adds pressure to the aviator whose nation is depending 

on him to defend millions upon millions of civilians against that nation’s perceived “enemy”, to 

the squadron who must fly with valor towards certain death and survive “impossible” conditions. 

To cope with the extreme atmospheric pressure, the extreme emotional and psychological 

pressure that comes from war and the act of killing fellow human beings in the name of 

“nationalism” and “jingoism”, the pilots who soar bravely now and have soared since the early 

20th century, have incorporated nose art on the noses, wings, and bodies of their planes that 

evoke memories of home, of childhood, of a time long gone and marred by the terrors of war and 

the constant fear of death (ironic for a supposed god)-- the reality of it all as opposed to the false 

glory. 

Shark teeth. Pin-up women. Cartoons. They all showed themselves through the artistic 

abilities of the pilot in question in an attempt to breathe life into an otherwise genderless object-- 

a war plane, in an attempt for the pilot to not only boost his own morale, but form some sort of 

connection with his aircraft. According to the Royal Aeronautical Society and what is says about 

the history of nose art as a medium of expression among pilots during several major wars of the 

last century, painted pin-up women, in particular, “grew [in popularity] as the air and ground 

crew[s] associated with individual aircraft[s] were inevitably made up of young men far away 

from the pleasures of home”. These same young men probably had lovers with engagement rings 

on their finger, or even wives and kids waiting back home to see them alive and well (that is, 

assuming they came back alive and well…). In a sense, these pilots never felt alone even in the 



heat of battle with the idea in their minds that their loved ones were somehow with them, 

embodied in the image of a pin-up, figuratively possessing the planes they flew in, giving them 

life. Amidst the pressure to be heroes, pilots with families, friends, and lovers back home 

probably were seen as especially courageous by their loved ones, who gave them the motivation 

to fight-- whether these pilots were in a squadron, or whether few remained flying after their 

comrades fell from the heavens. It is fortunate, in the regard of ailing pilots that “the USAAF 

tolerated the commissioning of nose art as its commanders felt it unified the crews and acted as a 

much needed morale booster, especially during the height of [World War II] when aircraft and 

personal losses were at their peak”. 

Despite the clear reality of there “being nothing especially glamorous or noble about 

death for fighter pilots” (Cashman 43), propaganda and advertising during the major wars of the 

past century, and even in today’s very different, shifting military landscape, would tell you a 

dramatized, hyperbolically different story saturated more so with mythology than with truth, 

disillusioning an unsuspecting public looking at conflict from afar on the “home front”. Not only 

did ceaseless advertisers (and war correspondents) proclaim during troubled times the glory of 

dying for one’s nation, defending one’s countrymen with “honor” and “valor” from the “evil 

enemy”, influencing a generation of young would-be pilots to fight over an ideal in the process, 

but they also outright fabricated and stretched the truth of the suffering of pilots to such an extent 

that it seemed like an inconsequential “game” to viewers. Editors, in the spirit of chivalry and the 

mythologization of pilots, “claimed that modern day fighter pilots were ‘the survivals, or the 

revivals, of knights errant’” (44)-- lying to the masses without any concern for truth, 

even in reputable publications such as the New York Times. Recruitment posters for national Air 

Force units-- especially “the Royal Flying Corps (the precursor to Britain’s Royal Air Force)”, 

“...proclaimed that ‘War in the air recalls the olden times, when knights rode forth to battle and 

won honour and glory by their deeds of personal heroism’” (44)-- cementing the mythology of 



pilots as chivalrous superheroes not unlike the Knights of the Round Table, Gilgamesh, or even 

Hercules.  

It comes as no surprise that many would-be pilots, under the banner of propagandized, 

falsely incited patriotism and the desire for excitement and heroism in their lives, fervently 

joined the Air Forces and related military branches of various countries during the First and 

Second World Wars, and the devastating wars that followed afterwards. Propaganda and 

advertising during war-time, however, did not just take the form of recruitment posters or 

newspaper editorials. Televisions and radios as communication devices were also integral to 

spreading vicious propaganda about the “evil enemy” across a wider audience at the turning of a 

knob, or the flick of a switch (instant brainwashing-- how convenient!).  

The mythology of the pilot as a hero defending his country, in these cases, would be 

cemented and disseminated even further in the minds of unsuspecting viewers, especially since 

television and radio were designed to directly (and actively) engage the senses (grabbing the 

attention of viewers), and were considerably “closer” to depicting a more convincing picture of 

patriotism than a simple poster. Ads on TV and radio also had, during turbulent war-years, the 

advantage of being aired repeatedly and incessantly (as opposed to a poster or editorial having 

only one shot to persuade readers and grab their attention), increasing their influence on a future 

pilot’s subconscious and conscious mind. Propaganda cartoons were especially influential on 

children alive during World War I, World War II, and the wars that followed, since 

psychologically, they were easier to manipulate and turn into patriotic loyal soldiers (or pilots) 

willing to risk their lives at the order of a superior officer. Cartoons, in addition, distorted young 

viewers’ perceptions of war as a “game” or something inconsequential, since cartoons as far as I 

know, never die on screen and are instead “hurt” or “beaten away” with violence. 

Banned cartoons, such as the 1942 Looney Tunes cartoon episode known as “The 

Ducktators”, demonized Nazis and Germans as truly evil enemies as opposed to portraying them 



as unfortunate, guilt-ridden human beings that had fallen victim to the circumstances of their 

environment, and wanted to desperately believe in something, to have hope for a better world. A 

child watching this film would no doubt begin to antagonize Germans and see them as cruel. In 

the cartoon, “duck Hitler” hatches out of an egg and proceeds to indoctrinate an entire farm of 

“ducks and geese” to follow Nazism. The cartoon portrays most “ducks and geese” as stupid and 

gullible, which indirectly mocked, patronized, and bullied German soldiers at the time it was 

aired and cast them as brainless. Later, duck-like racist caricatures of Benito Mussolini and 

Fascist Imperial Japan are introduced as allies to “duck Hitler” and proceed to wreak havoc 

across the entire farm that is clearly “Europe” and the Pacific theatre. The Japanese duck in the 

cartoon is especially racist and stereotypical since he literally places a sign over a turtle he 

mistakes for an island-- most likely representing China or islands in the Pacific, and then gets 

promptly beaten.  

After this, the “Dove of Peace”-- a clear allegory for the Allied Powers or the United 

Nations-- steps in, laments over the atrocities being committed by duck Hitler and his friends, 

and beats them to a pulp, later collecting their severed heads and plastering them on the wall in a 

new age of “peace”. The dove is erroneously portrayed as heroic and all-good, despite the fact 

that the United States and the USSR committed just as many atrocities and war crimes as the 

Germans and the Japanese-- namely, the Japanese, German, and Italian-American internment 

camps under President Roosevelt’s Executive Order 9066 (not to mention Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki), and the genocide of dissidents, scholars, and military officials under Stalin that 

totaled in the tens of millions-- far more than Hitler could ever hope to achieve. The dove is thus 

emblematic of a “mythology” of the Allies that directly parallels the mythology of the fighter 

pilot espoused by glorified, racist propaganda, and treated the war between the Allies and the 

Axis Powers as some sort of cartoonish scuffle-- when the reality was that there was much 

bloodshed and death at a level never before seen up until that point.  



The Ducktators is revealed at the end to be a film promoting the buying of stamps and 

war bonds for American soldiers, and thus a pro-American propaganda film aimed at children, 

mythologizing the intentions and roles of the Allies in World War II just as on an individual 

level the role of the pilot as a mythological hero was itself mythologized during war-time. This 

cartoon (and other cartoons, in general) trivialized the status of World War II as a whole, and 

ignored the brutal reality of pilots and soldiers who felt like glorified murderers after the fervor 

of nationalism they once felt through the propaganda they saw began to fade away, exposing a 

grotesque underbelly of destruction and psychotic madness. Albert Ball, one of the greatest ace 

pilots of World War I, like the Red Baron, became slowly consumed by his own guilt in killing 

many of his enemies, in an environment that had long stopped abiding by chivalry and certain 

laws of moral conduct and began to transform into a plane-shoots-plane jungle where novices 

and slower planes would be immediately destroyed by faster, more “predatory” planes. Like 

Ball, many “of Richtofen’s… victories were against [slower and more ponderous reconnaissance 

and artillery spotting planes]” (Cashman 43).  

In a startling and revealing letter to his father recorded in the book Britain’s Forgotten 

Fighter Ace: Albert Ball VC-- his last prior to being shot down mere hours after in the early 

hours of the morning, Ball wrote: “Am indeed looked after by God, but oh! I do get tired of 

always living to kill, and am beginning to feel like a murderer. Shall be so pleased when I have 

finished” (Briscoe, Stannard). This excerpt from Ball’s letter explains itself in how it perfectly 

encapsulated the feelings of pilots during wars in the 20th century; their guilt or developing 

traumas that would affect these men for the rest of their lives (assuming they survived). Ball’s 

letter also debunks the mythology that was ingrained in people’s minds at the time regarding the 

supposed heroic, sacrificial nature of ace pilots as they bravely flew to protect their home 

countries, painting instead a very different picture of pilots as offenders rather than defenders of 

their people, of killers of their own fellow brethren simply for living in another continent or 



supporting a different ideology they felt was correct and just. Albert Ball’s sentiments mirror the 

sentiments evoked by the “monsters riddled with guilt, trauma, and a psychotic PTSD-like 

madness”, by the “feeble humans disillusioned by the media and the seemingly real sense of 

patriotism incited by the leaders of their countries” that mentioned in a hypothetical scenario of 

a squadron of pilots about to engage an enemy force for the last time.  

The mythology of the pilot has remained, even to this day, a contributing factor in how 

we as people perceive war-- how the media and propaganda of the past and today has given us a 

filtered, “censored”, and heavily hyperbolized and glorified picture of war and the men who 

participate in it-- men depicted as “chivalrous heroes”, “knights in the sky”, saviors, martyrs, 

defends of nations, and the like, as opposed to fallible, traumatized human beings led down a 

psychotic frenzy of madness full of guilt and sorrow, and later forced to endure PTSD with no 

treatment available. In a way, the mythology of the pilot, the lies concocted by advertisers and 

the media remains as an injustice and as a liability to the truth of how war is really like and has 

been since the emergence of World War I in 1914, how the landscape of war has changed and 

how propaganda still remains as a powerful tool for inciting the masses towards false patriotism 

and towards a fervent nationalism that the military uses for justifying its actions. Pilots are no 

different in that they point fingers at their glorious nations for every plane they shoot down, until 

the day comes when they realize they have become expendable machines-- legalized, glorified 

criminals-- with Albert Ball and the Red Baron being among the greatest ace pilots we admire 

today for their heroism without acknowledging the atrocities they committed in wars equally as 

atrocious. As long as the mythology of the pilot continues to propagate itself-- as long as we 

continue to see our soldiers and pilots as heroes, war will continue to be seen as an 

inconsequential game rather than a savage pit of violence and inhumanity. War will also no 

doubt continue in the future with the seeming rise of populism, nationalism, and tensions 

between former opposing nations in today’s world, and possibly manifest itself as something 



worse than World War II, if we do not recognize our pilots as humans as opposed to invincible 

gods, if we do not recognize the borders of our countries as irrelevant to our global standing and 

unite as one people free from arrogance and jingoism, and if we do not exercise caution with our 

weapons of mass destruction. Now it comes time to ask the ultimate question: Will our world 

face annihilation because of nationalism, propaganda, the glorification of war, and the 

inconsequential, unabashed sacrifice of millions of ephemeral human lives-- or will we as a 

species learn to avoid war and conflict, learn to achieve peace without hypocrisy unlike the 

“Dove of Peace”, and recognize members of the military and the Air Forces of the world as 

fallible human beings made victims of their circumstances? Only time will tell.  

 

 

 


